
HINDUISM REINCARNATION ESSAYS

Free Essay: The concept of reincarnation is related to karma, karma deals with a system of rewards and punishment
based on the actions of the individual.

Depending upon their actions and intentions and the fruit of the karma, they may either progress on the path
towards purity and higher intelligence or regress into darkness and denser bodies. Hiding the indwelling spirit
in its core, the subtle being stays in these worlds until the fruits of its good or bad actions are fully exhausted.
It continues as the evolution of life and consciousness in matter progresses upon earth in phases. The Hindu
theory of creation suggests that creation begins when the individual souls become separated from the
undifferentiated One. I have gotten so used to the idea of having one life that I cannot imagine what it is like
to know you are going to be reborn, and possibly as an animal. Many life- times of upward-striving
incarnations are required to reach this transcendence of earthly miseries. What incarnated from birth to birth
was but only the subtle body, the vestige of a being in the form of a temporary construct, or the residue of an
ever changing individual personality or character, which moved from one birth to another birth, until all
changing and becoming came to an end, by virtue of right living on the Eightfold Path and the practice of
Dharma. There is still a controversy about if Buddhism has stemmed off from Hinduism, but many Buddhists
deny such accusations. In Christianity, reincarnation is typically rejected and there is only one life. The
concept of reincarnation, which is common to Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism and Sikhims, is alien to people
who practice Judeo-christian religions. The remaining souls continue their existence and return to Him in the
end, not through transformation but through the great destruction that happens at the end of each time cycle.
Hinduism is also the oldest religion as it began about B. When he stated that some souls can be condemned
based on their karma, he meant that bad karma leads to certain sins which they need to overcome in their
rebirth Dunlap. Karma is good and bad things that a person does and they follow them through each
reincarnation. Those souls which enter animal bodies may either take animal birth or await until they are
consumed by humans to take human birth according to their karma. King argues for a new community
challenging the lack of leadership in the white church. Firstly, a great mass of evidence has accumulated over
the years in favor of reincarnation in the form of personal experiences and recollections of past lives in great
detail by a number of people. Contrary to popular belief, a vegetarian diet--one that does not include
meat--promotes a far better lifestyle than one including meat. There, they enter plants or trees through the
water they absorb and become part of their sap. The soul has to be burnt in the fire of knowledge and austerity
before its impurities fall off and it shines again with full effulgence. Is that Hinduism, you said? There are
biblical scriptures in the New and Old Testaments that suggest the possibility of reincarnation. Creation would
have remained static, without an aim and purpose, offering no scope for progress, evolution, transience,
movement, achievement and change. Both religions share Common beliefs but also have their differences. It
was originally created by Ilm al-Kalam, but Craig is a modern philosopher that has restored this argument.


